Heart - Closed - Templates

Solid line: cut - broken line: crease
Large labels starting with a 't' (00 to 34) denote strips of triangles from the 'inner' layer.
Large labels starting with a 'c' (00 to 29) are part of the second, outer layer.
Large labels starting with 'ct' (00 to 08) are 'lids' for artery/vein openings.
The small labels indicate to which strip of the other layer the respective triangle connects.
Numbers in a circle indicate the order in which to glue together the triangles (between one and five at a time).
Detailed instructions with images can be found at:
https://picasaweb.google.com/horst.kiechle/HeartClosedInstructions?authuser=0&feat=directlink

Printing out the templates at 100% will produce an oversized heart which is easier to assemble;
for a 'life-size' heart scale the templates to about 50%.
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